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The detailed reading and the sense-making process, in particular, takes a long time. Would there have been a
better way to test these hypotheses or to analyze these results? Second, I ponder how well the work that was
conducted actually addresses the central question posed in the paper. How is it structured? Overall, I try to
make comments that would make the paper stronger. Writing a good review requires expertise in the field, an
intimate knowledge of research methods, a critical mind, the ability to give fair and constructive feedback, and
sensitivity to the feelings of authors on the receiving end. There are a few aspects that I make sure to address,
though I cover a lot more ground as well. Third, I make sure that the design of the methods and analyses are
appropriate. First, is it well written? I always comment on the form of the paper, highlighting whether it is
well written, has correct grammar, and follows a correct structure. Moreover, according to the team, this
method could be used to automatically extract knowledge that is still hidden in older scientific papers, and
which might not be apparent to human eyes. Does it contribute to our knowledge, or is it old wine in new
bottles? You can better highlight the major issues that need to be dealt with by restructuring the review,
summarizing the important issues upfront, or adding asterisks. The decision is made by the editor, and my job
as a reviewer is to provide a nuanced and detailed report on the paper to support the editor. I usually
differentiate between major and minor criticisms and word them as directly and concisely as possible. I
usually write down all the things that I noticed, good and bad, so my decision does not influence the content
and length of my review. What do you consider when deciding whether to accept an invitation to review a
paper? Reviewing is a great learning experience and an exciting thing to do. It is also very important that the
authors guide you through the whole article and explain every table, every figure, and every scheme. My tone
is very formal, scientific, and in third person. Are the methods suitable to investigate the research question and
test the hypotheses? Using a copy of the manuscript that I first marked up with any questions that I had, I write
a brief summary of what the paper is about and what I feel about its solidity. I also consider the journal. The
length and content of my reviews generally do not relate to the outcome of my decisions. This helps me to
distinguish between major and minor issues and also to group them thematically as I draft my review. When I
recommend revisions, I try to give clear, detailed feedback to guide the authors. We like to think of scientists
as objective truth-seekers, but we are all too human and academia is intensely political, and a powerful author
who receives a critical review from a more junior scientist could be in a position to do great harm to the
reviewer's career prospects. Then I make specific comments on each section, listing the major questions or
concerns. If there is a major flaw or concern, I try to be honest and back it up with evidence. They also include
examination advice. Are the reported analyses appropriate? Is there an angle the authors have overlooked?
Uncovering Novel Connections In their tests, the team gathered 3. I was pretty surprised when I saw not only
the predictions but also the reasoning behind the predictions, things like the half-Heusler structure, which is a
really hot crystal structure for thermoelectrics these days. I try to stick to the facts, so my writing tone tends
toward neutral. Before submitting a review, I ask myself whether I would be comfortable if my identity as a
reviewer was known to the authors. I do this because editors might have a harder time landing reviewers for
these papers too, and because people who aren't deeply connected into our research community also deserve
quality feedback. Then I read the Methods section very carefully. Then I scrutinize it section by section,
noting if there are any missing links in the story and if certain points are under- or overrepresented. Reading
these can give you insights into how the other reviewers viewed the paper, and into how editors evaluate
reviews and make decisions about rejection versus acceptance or revise and resubmit. So I can only rate what
priority I believe the paper should receive for publication today.


